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Interim Dividend
SUNCLAYLTD : Rs 16.5/( Ex date : 20.3.2017)

After giving a gap up opening, Nifty continuously
rose to make a weekly high of 9174.30 on Friday
and closed the week at 9160.05. It had a net gain of
2.52% over the previous week’s close. The broader
market was in favor of bulls as the midcap and
small cap indicesoutshinedthe benchmark index
and closed the weekafter gaining 3%-4%.
On the sectoral front, the buying was witnessed
across the board. Realty, Metal, Auto and PSU
banking stocks were on the buyers’ radar.
India’s textiles exports dipped by about 4.5% to
USD 26 billion during April to December of the
current fiscal as compared with USD 27.5 billion in
the corresponding period of the previous fiscal. The
government is implementing various schemes like
technology upgradation fund scheme to develop
the textile industry and infrastructure.
Nifty made a new all time high of 9218 on Friday,
weekly candlestick chart has made gap of 84 points.
Gaps on weekly charts are not a common feature.
In last ten years there have been only ten weekly
gaps and prior to this the biggest weekly gap was of
only 49 points. But decreasing future premium and
presence of higher OI at 9200 CE suggests
possibility of market loosing its upward momentum
and going sideways before seeking new trajectory.
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28509.00

0.34%
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Institutional Turnover
FII
Investor

Buy(Cr.)

Sale(Cr.)

Net(Cr.)

17-Mar-17

11397

9864

1532

Mar-17

76435

77484

(1049)

2017

76435

77484

(1049)

Sale(Cr.)

Net(Cr.)

DII
Investor
17-Mar-17

Buy(Cr.)
2930

3642

(712)

Mar-17

49775

45264

4511

2017

49775

45264

4511

Quote of the Day : "Wall Street makes its money on activity…You make your money on inactivity." Warren
Buffett
Narnolia Securities Ltd

IEA Snapshot
IRB

"BUY"

20th Mar 2017

IRB had filed draft red herring prospectus (DRHP) with SEBI and was waiting for SEBI’s approval. Now, SEBI has given the nod and IRB is
ready to launch InvIT IPO of 4300 Cr in month of April. InvIT is near to become reality in Indian capital market as the SEBI gives a nod to IRB
to launch its Infrastructure Trust. IRB will launch it in April 2017. IRB is planning to raise Rs. 4300 Cr through InvIT IPO. The proceeds will be
used for the debt repayment and as a growth capital for the on-going and upcoming projects. Encouraging traffic growth and strong
recovery in economic activity nullified the demonetization impact in Q3FY17. Based on the strong order book, we expect EPC revenue to
grow @ 12% in FYT17E and 30% in FY18E. According to us, the launch of InvIT , robust EPC revenue growth and strong toll collection will be
a growth driver for the company going forward and hence, we maintain “BUY” on the stock with revised target price of Rs.285 from 265

NBFC GOLD LOAN

Neutral"

17th Mar 2017

Recently RBI capped the cash transaction of gold loan to Rs 20,000 for the NBFCs involved in gold loan business. NBFCs cannot issue more
than Rs 20,000 in cash against gold loan. The earlier provision for NBFC was that high value loans against gold of Rs 1 lakh and above must
only be disbursed by cheque. RBI reduced the amount to Rs 20,000 from the earlier Rs 1 lakh in line with the provisions of the Income Tax
Act. We believe this change in norm will have significant impact in near terms on the portfolio of gold loan NBFCs. We expect huge
disruption in disbursement and collection in gold loan NBFCs. The key impacted company will be Manappuram Finance and Muthoot
Finance as these are two major players in gold loan business. We are NEUTRAL in both the companies till further updates.
*For details, refer to our daily report- India Equity Analytics

Top News
• Sun Pharma indirect arm to acquire Thallion Pharmaceuticals
>>Taro Pharmaceuticals Inc (Canada) has entered into an
agreement to acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of
Thallion Pharmaceuticals, a Canadian pharmaceutical
corporation.
>>The cost of all-cash acquisition will be Canadian dollar 2.3
million with an additional amount of Canadian dollar 0.4 million
due at the completion of an additional pre-clinical animal study
or April 1, 2019
• The government is expected to give final approval to the
merger of Bharatiya Mahila Bank with the country's largest
lender SBI within three months. The Cabinet last month
approved amalgamation of five associates of SBI with the parent
but the merger of Bharatiya Mahila Bank (BMB) was not
considered due to some issues
• VE Commercial Vehicles, the 50:50 joint venture between
Eicher Motors and the Volvo Group, has divested the entire
stake in its US-based subsidiary to Spain's SegulaTecnologias
Espana for $1.85 million.
• Tech Mahindra and Huawei signed a global partnership
agreement under which Tech Mahindra will market Huawei's
enterprise products and services across 44 countries, including
in India. The alliance would also involve launching a joint go-tomarket (GTM) strategy, thus giving a boost to the
competitiveness of both companies in the global marketplace,
by leveraging each other's core strengths.
Idea Cellular will start selling 1GB and above mobile data plans
across its 2G, 3G and 4G network at same price by the end of
this month.

• NTPC has commissioned the second unit of 660 MW of Mouda
Super Thermal Power Station Stage-II. 2nd unit of 660 MW of Mouda
Super Thermal Power Station Stage-II (2 X 660 MW) has been
commissioned
• Reliance Capital is eyeing "huge capital gains" from sale of other noncore investments, including two leading vineyards of the country. The
two firms -- Sula Vineyards and Grover Vineyards -- together command
nearly 70 percent of the India's wines market, which is witnessing huge
interest from global investors as well. Company had acquired shares in
the two vineyards for about Rs 171 crore
• Adani, whose USD 22 billion Carmichael coal mine and port cum
railhead project in Queensland is being opposed by some people, says
he is hopeful of starting it by August this year. Company expect the final
federal approvals by May-June. We need just about three months from
thereon to actually begin the work on the mine. Which means we can
kick-start work from August this year
• Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) has signed definitive
agreements to buy out debt-ridden GSPC’s entire 80 per cent stake in
KG-basin natural gas block for USD 1.2 billion. Company has signed farmin and farm-out agreements
• Kotak Mahindra Bank will seek shareholders' approval to raise
foreign investment limit to up to 49 per cent from existing 42 per cent.
• Dena Bank has received a communication from Government of India
vide its letter F.N. F/38/2014-BOA dated March 16, 2017 informing inter
alia capital allocation of Rs. 600 cr as part of turnaround linked infusion
plan. The Board approval for raising of capital of the Bank through Issue
of Equity Shares to Government of India, LIC of India and GIC of India on
preferential basis, is being obtained.
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TRADING IDEAS
Scrip

TATAELXSI

AJANTPHARM
March Future

Reco

Buy

Buy

Initiation Price

1514

1794.2

Target 1

1454

1847

Target 2 Stop Loss

1574

1898
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Rational

1627

After long consolidation in a narrow range, the
stock has given a bullish breakout above 200
DMA with decent volumes. Some fresh buying
is likely to emerge in the stock from the
current level.

1740

The stock has made a hammer pattern on
daily candlestick chart. Some open interest
was also built at current month future
contract. So the upward rally is likely to
continue in the extreme short term.

Country

Monday
14th Mar 17

Economic Calendar
Tuesday
Wednesday
15th Mar 17
16th Mar 17

US

Current Account, Flash
Manufacturing PMI, Flash
Services PMI.

UK/EURO ZONE

French Flash Manufacturing
PMI, French Flash Services
PMI, German Flash
Manufacturing PMI , German
Flash Services PMI, German
Ifo Business Climate , Flash
Manufacturing PMI, Flash
Services PMI, CBI Industrial
Order Expectations.

CBI Industrial Order
Expectations, German PPI
m/m.

Thursday
17th Mar 17

Friday
18th Mar 17

Core Durable Goods
Unemployment Claims, New Orders m/m, Durable
Existing Home Sales, Crude Oil
Home Sales, Natural Gas
Goods Orders m/m,
Inventories.
Storage
Pending Home Sales
m/m.

German Ifo Business
Climate, ECB Economic
Current Account, German 30-y Bulletin, Retail Sales m/m,
Bond Auction, HPI m/m.
Italian Retail Sales m/m, CBI
Realized Sales, Long Term
Refinancing Operation.

INDIA
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Risk Disclosure & Disclaimer: This report/message is for the personal information of
the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation
advice to you. Narnolia Securities Ltd. (Hereinafter referred as NSL) is not soliciting any
action based upon it. This report/message is not for public distribution and has been
furnished to you solely for your information and should not be reproduced or
redistributed to any other person in any from. The report/message is based upon publicly
available information, findings of our research wing “East wind” & information that we
consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and we do not
provide any express or implied warranty of any kind, and also these are subject to change
without notice. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations,
should use their own judgment for taking any investment decisions keeping in mind that
past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance & that the the value of
any investment or income are subject to market and other risks. Further it will be safe to
assume that NSL and /or its Group or associate Companies, their Directors, affiliates
and/or employees may have interests/ positions, financial or otherwise, individually or
otherwise in the recommended/mentioned securities/mutual funds/ model funds and
other investment products which may be added or disposed including & other mentioned
in this report/message.

